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Liberica is a renowned supplier of high quality coffee, professional 
coffee machines, grinders, blenders and other beverage equipment and 
products to the Hotel / restaurant / Cafe sectors in Kuwait.

Liberica has the most trusted brands to meet the growing demand of 
restaurants, cafes, and hotels. Our products come from some of the top 
names in the industry, built with integrity and designed with efficiency in 
mind. We provide an international range of food-service equipment with 
the solutions for Hotels, Restaurants, Cafe’s, Pastry shops, Bakeries, 
food retail and Catering companies in Kuwait.

We are a team of professionals from various backgrounds of F&B and
kitchen equipment sales & marketing, procurement and business 
development.

In addition, we pride ourselves on our impeccable service. If a customer
isn’t happy, we’re not happy. We always work towards full satisfaction.
We’re also a full-service company.

ABOUT
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Coffee Machines & Grinders
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Leva Luxury Multiboiler
Nothing to hide

La san Marco
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Multiboiler technology, applied for the first time on a lever machine, 
allows individual temperature control for each dispensing group, as well 
as extremely precise (thanks to the PID controller).

The seductive transparencies of Leva Luxury mb, which is available in 
2-group and 3-group dispenser versions, are achieved through a 
tempered glass body with integrated multicolor LED lighting system, 
and allow one to admire the technological solutions, the refinement of 
the mirror-polished components and the accuracy of the assemblies.

-Visible water level indicator
-1 x lever-driven hot water tap
-2 x lever-driven steam wands
-Led multicolour illumination controlled through the remote with the 
-touch keypad
-Steam boiler in stainless steel
-Mono block base in mirror polished stainless steel
-Extra light tempered glass panels
-PID system for boiler temperature regulation

La san Marco (Espresso coffee Machines & Grinder)



D. MBV Collection

La san Marco
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D. MBV is a multiboiler model available in two versions, with 2 and 3 
dispenser groups.

It’s the top model of the D. Collection and it incorporates pressure 
profiling technology, which allows the barista to precisely regulate the 
pressure profile, adjustable for every dose in each coffee dispenser 
group. Furthermore, it includes the “temperature profiling” technology 
and a 5” touch screen control panel for each group.

A product created in the spirit of elegance, tradition, and lightness. 
Sculpted, automotive-inspired lines, lacquered side-finishings, and a 
soft-touch rubber effect on the upper frame, in the lower base, and in 
the rear panelling. The functional parts feature anti-fingerprint polished 
steel, and copper-hued detailing (or purple, in the British Green model) 
frames the keypad panel and chassis.
The stainless steel cup-warming surface is contoured with white LED-lit 
illuminated profiles, which add to those positioned in the lower part, 
designed to provide perfect lighting to the worktop.

La san Marco (Espresso coffee Machines & Grinder)



100 Touch Collection
Technology and design

La san Marco
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The 100 T Touch model features latest generation electronics, which 
enhance an already winning product. The capacitive touch keypad is 
based on an innovative concept and features a personalised design, 
geared towards simple and immediate use.

The LED technology back lighting guarantees attractive graphics, 
combining practicality of use and aesthetics to represent freedom of 
expression in terms of design.

-Internal electric water pump
-Led water level indicator
-Keypad with 6 programmable coffee doses for each group
-Start/stop button for each group
-Mixer for water temperature regulation (for 2, 3, 4 group models)
-IGTS: temperature regulator for each single group with flow variator
-Side protection for work surface
-Smudge-proof stainless steel surfaces
-Electronically controlled boiler water temperature regulation

La san Marco (Espresso coffee Machines & Grinder)



20/20 Plug & Play Collection

La san Marco
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The 20/20 Plug & Play uses the traditional and standard La San Marco 
lever system to deliver steam and hot water, guaranteeing comfortable 
handling and precise regulation by baristas.

Quality materials have been used for the internal components 
(including brass, copper and stainless steel) and for the body, with side 
profiles in a selection of painted finishes. The materials are 
long-lasting, functional and easy to clean, remaining faithful to the 
certified high-quality standard of La San Marco espresso coffee 
machines. The perfectly illuminated work surface creates a scenic 
effect that harmoniously blends in with all types of interior décor.

-Internal 5 litre tank
-2 x boilers (coffee boiler and water/steam boiler) in stainless steel
-2 x vibratory pumps
-2 x water softeners (one per boiler) inside the tank
-Electronic temperature regulation, programmed using the display
-1 x manual steam delivery lever
-Keypad with 4 programmable coffee doses for each group
-Start/stop button for each group

La san Marco (Espresso coffee Machines & Grinder)



Coffee Grinder With Dispenser Coffee Grinder On-Demand The new collection at Triestespresso
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La san Marco (Espresso coffee Machines & Grinder)



The 20/20 Plug & Play uses the traditional and standard La San Marco 
lever system to deliver steam and hot water, guaranteeing comfortable 
handling and precise regulation by baristas.

Quality materials have been used for the internal components 
(including brass, copper and stainless steel) and for the body, with side 
profiles in a selection of painted finishes. The materials are 
long-lasting, functional and easy to clean, remaining faithful to the 
certified high-quality standard of La San Marco espresso coffee 
machines. The perfectly illuminated work surface creates a scenic 
effect that harmoniously blends in with all types of interior décor.

-Internal 5 litre tank
-2 x boilers (coffee boiler and water/steam boiler) in stainless steel
-2 x vibratory pumps
-2 x water softeners (one per boiler) inside the tank
-Electronic temperature regulation, programmed using the display
-1 x manual steam delivery lever
-Keypad with 4 programmable coffee doses for each group
-Start/stop button for each group

Premium Coffee Corner

Schaerer
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This is where the intuitive operation and advertising space are located: 
Coffee lovers can choose from a wide range of different coffee drinks 
via the 32" touch display. The simple menu navigation also clearly 
displays other options. The large screen also offers the option of 
creating your own coffee recipes and prominently placing promotional 
offers such as advertisements or films - helpful above all for brand 
presence and customer loyalty.

The shell can be customized to suit any location and branding.

The extra-large 32” touch screen has a high resolution and allows your 
specialties to be presented in an extremely attractive way..

Schaerer
(Automatic coffee Machine and coffee 
Vending Machine Espresso Coffee Machines)



Soul ProCare

Schaerer
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Worries down. Added values up. System cleaning with Schaerer 
ProCare.
With 100 fully automatic cleaning cycles, the new Schaerer ProCare 
autonomous system cleaning concept takes hygiene, convenience and 
economy to a new level – and in a relaxed way. The patent-pending 
system requires no interaction from staff, rules out user error and 
ensures efficient cleaning even outside opening hours. This saves a lot 
of time and money for operation, maintenance and service. Free your 
coffee operations from worries – with the Schaerer ProCare.

The ProCare makes daily system cleaning safe – and relaxed: The 
system cleaning program can be set for fully automatic use outside of 
operating hours, and guarantees up to 100 autonomous cleaning cycles 
without downtime.

-15 fewer minutes of daily downtime
-50 percent fewer interventions by operator
-1 less unplanned intervention per year

Schaerer
(Automatic coffee Machine and coffee 
Vending Machine Espresso Coffee Machines)



Schaerer Coffee Soul 10 and 12
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Create your machine. Offer your choice.

The Schaerer Coffee Soul with “Select” concept has a brand new 
design, available in two possible models. It comes with a choice of user 
interfaces to match your way of operating the machine. Offering a 
wealth of modular features, it retains a compact conception and all of 
its quintessential qualities.

Thanks to the clever "Select" concept, the new Schaerer Coffee Soul is 
more flexible than ever before. Choose exactly what you need in your 
location: Options, designs as well as graphical user interfaces (GUIs). 
No matter where the Soul is located, it blends seamlessly into the 
environment and brews customised coffee beverages.

One Soul – three user interfaces integrated by default

-Guest mode: For user-friendly guided selection of individualised 
beverages.
-Frequent user: For regular users who know their favourite beverage or 
-want to adjust it to their liking.
-Staff mode: For efficient preparation in just a few steps thanks to 
pre-set beverages.

(Automatic coffee Machine and coffee 
Vending Machine Espresso Coffee Machines)

Schaerer

Schaerer



Schaerer Coffee Skye

Schaerer
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Serve first-class quality and the greatest variety anywhere your guests 
want to enjoy tasty coffee specialities!

 Whether on the counter of a restaurant or outside on the terrace at an 
event: The new Schaerer Coffee Skye can be used practically anywhere! 
Thanks to the slim dimensions and the integrated 4.9-litre water tank, 
the machine can be set up at nearly any location where a power 
connection is available. The Schaerer Coffee Skye offers numerous 
equipment options and three graphical user interfaces (GUI) that allow 
it to be configured individually to fit customer requirements.

Thanks to the integrated water tank with 4.9-litre capacity, the Schaerer 
Coffee Skye serves the highest quality of coffee wherever coffee drinks 
are served. It is designed for mid-level demand with an hourly/daily 
output of up to 180 cups, which is why it’s the perfect fit between the 
Schaerer Coffee Club and the Schaerer Coffee Soul 10 and 12.

(Automatic coffee Machine and coffee 
Vending Machine Espresso Coffee Machines)Schaerer



Schaerer Coffee Club
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Professional coffee machines’ entry level.
Small, compact, it will save precious counter space and is packed with 
enough technology to serve all the coffee varieties you need.

-Recommended daily output: up to 80 beverages per day
-Slim build
-Large beverage variety
-Fresh milk or milk powder also possible combined
-Easy to operate and clean
-Ideal for the usage in restaurants, hotels, cafés, convenience stores, 
-catering businesses and offices.
-Easy self-service thanks to clear user interface.
-Advertising opportunity (images and animations) on the display.
-Connection of M2M Coffee Link telemetry solution.
-Connection of payment systems via MDB interface.
-Modern yet robust design.

(Automatic coffee Machine and coffee 
Vending Machine Espresso Coffee Machines)Schaerer

Schaerer



Schaerer Barista

Schaerer
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A unique combination of a classic portafilter and an automated coffee 
machine: Italy’s finest coffee tradition made easy.

Professional-looking Barista coffee machine, yet entirely automatic and 
highly reliable. It combines Italian espresso-machine flair with 
ease-of-use and consistent quality.

With its distinctive design, its Italian flair and the unmistakable hissing 
and knocking, Schaerer Barista looks and feels like a classic portafilter 
espresso machine, but it has a secret. We made it so easy to handle it 
is almost entirely automatic, leaving you with the most pleasant part of 
the show: time for your customers.

Grinding and tamping are optimised for consistent top quality. The 
exact quantity of coffee released in the portafilter is automatically 
calculated, and a perfetto espresso is brewed every time. The machine 
has two separate grinders, one for each of the brewing units. The 
process is also automatic: beans are ground, powder is filled in, without 
coffee powder being lost, and tamped into the filter, and coffee is 
brewed and dispensed at the touch of a button.

Schaerer
(Automatic coffee Machine and coffee 
Vending Machine Espresso Coffee Machines)



SMALL LINE Little Little

La Piccola Grande Italia
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Today the least cumbersome quality machine on the market. Ideal to 
take on the go. The convenient drip tray facilitates cleaning operations.

The extracted espresso coffee has the same quality as that of our other 
professional pod machines. It has very low energy consumption. It can 
be attached to a tank, even large ones, for loading water and to a waste 
tank, in order to prepare non-stop coffees with the smallest possible 
footprint.

The elegant hard case (optional) covered in eco-leather, with zip closure 
and carrying handles, has an interior in scratch-resistant material and 
comfortable elastic accessory holders. Suitable for boats, campers, 
buses, domestic use, offices and hotel rooms.

La Piccola Grande Italia  (Espresso coffee Machines )



SARA LINE Sarah Classic

La Piccola Grande Italia
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The Sara Classic model is the progenitor of the SARA Line as it is a very 
simple machine to use, fast, small in size and with a weight suitable for 
transport. The linear and essential design makes this product suitable 
for all types of contexts, also managing to complement other perhaps 
more professional machines ( CECILIA line ).

In particular, the double spout model, designed in the models after 
2009, is perfect for business contexts or even for domestic use

Double spout model also available.

La Piccola Grande Italia  (Espresso coffee Machines )



CECILIA LINE Cecilia 4 Groups

La Piccola Grande Italia
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Cecilia 4 Groups  can make four coffees at a time with extreme speed . 
As with the other models in the series, each group can have a single 
spout (for 7g pods - 1 cup) or a double spout (for 14g pods - 2 cups). 
The built-in 3.5 liter boiler represents an exceptional reduction in energy 
consumption compared to machines on the market.

Separate boiler for dry steam  important for reducing the amount of 
water in the preparation of the cappuccino.

Cecilia 4 Groups  is also available in the  Speed   version,   faster than a 
classic bar machine. Obtaining a 70% reduction in energy consumption.  
Separate key functions allow you to switch groups off or on according 
to your need.

Cecilia 4 Groups is available in the manual or automatic version. In this 
latest version it is possible to set the duration of the dispensing 
between long coffee or small coffee.

 (Espresso coffee Machines )La Piccola Grande Italia
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Coffee Accessories



ARCO Coffee Grinder

Goat Story
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ARCO is a 2-in-1 high precision coffee grinder that can be used as an 
electric grinder or as a hand grinder.

Bridging the gap between the luxury of electric grinders and the 
freedom and superb grind quality of hand grinders.

ARCO is a single dose grinder with a smooth grind setting mechanism 
and nearly zero retention will change the way you grind. Forever.

Goat Story  (Coffee Accessories)



GINA coffee maker

Goat Story
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GINA is a one of a kind coffee maker with the option to brew your 
coffee in 3 different ways and an integrated scale to reach your perfect 
coffee flavors right from the comfort of your home.

Goat Story  (Coffee Accessories)



"You can’t buy happiness. But you can fill a water bottle 
with coffee. And that’s pretty close."

OMNI is a coffee inspired double wall insulated water 
bottle. It keeps your drink hot or cold up to 24 hours to 
enjoy it anytime and anywhere.

 Double wall Insulated Bottle | 1000/600 ml | BPA Free | 
Stainless Steel | Sweat Free | 100% Leakproof

Goat Story

OMNI Bottle

Goat Story

 (Coffee Accessories) 20



Juice Machines
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Viva

Zummo
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Humanized technology comes alive.
A new concept in citrus squeezing has arrived. Viva brings new value to 
your establishment, an innovative concept that combines design with 
the most cutting-edge technology. Maximum performance for your 
business. Maximum style.

Zummo  (Juice Machines)



Z1 Nature

Zummo
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The Z1 Nature juicer is Zummo’s most compact model and it is 
recommended for premises with limited space. It has been designed to 
be the most effective and profitable solution for businesses with a juice 
consumption of less than 30 glasses per day.

Zummo  (Juice Machines)



Z06 Nature Inox Counter Top
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The Z06 Nature model is Zummo’s most versatile juicer. It extracts juice 
from all types of citrus fruit as well as pomegranates. The perfect 
option for those who seek flexibility in their market offer.

 (Juice Machines)

Zummo

Zummo



Z14 Nature Inox

Zummo
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Z14 Nature is the most highly recommended option for businesses with 
high juice consumption. The capacity of its basket and of its peel 
containers provide it with great autonomy, a key factor for buffets, 
restaurants and the retail sector.

-Stainless steel containers
-Waste container: 18 l

Zummo  (Juice Machines)



Z40 Nature Adapt Counter Top
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Model Z40 Nature is the perfect juicer to attend to the needs of mass 
catering and large surfaces. Its capacity to extract large amounts of 
juice in a short period of time – up to 40 pcs. per minute! – permits 
satisfying the typical demand peaks of this type of establishment.

-With counter-adaptable conduits

 (Juice Machines)

Zummo

Zummo



Z22

Zummo
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High productivity and yield centrifugal juicer for fruit and vegetables 
with attached pulp container – The ideal option to offer the best 
combinations.

-Easy and quick to clean in less than 5 min
-Magnetic disc and filter attachment
-Up to 2 l of juice per minute
-Encapsulated motor
-Silent. Its rubber base absorbs vibration
-75 mm feed space
-Aluminium body and stainless steel bowl

 (Juice Machines)Zummo
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Refrigeration Equipments



Inox Refrigerators

 Dominox
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-Available Cooling & Freezing models

-Polyurethane insulation 60 mm provided under high pressure

-Adjustable feet support

-On/Off Switch

-Reinforced Fridge Structure for professional use

-Advanced Digital Control Panel / EVCO Thermostat

-Ventilated refrigeration system.

-Automatic evaporation of defrost water.

-Automatic Defrost

-Ventilated condensation system

 Dominox  (Refrigeration Equipments)



Pizza preparation tools
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Gi.Metal Redbox

GI. Metal

��

For many years Gi.Metal has offered a wide range of products for food 
delivery: Thermal bags, insulated boxes, rigid and semi-rigid boxes are 
the range for transporting pizza at home. The ambitious project of a 
heated box was born many years ago, but was not followed through 
due to the limitations of the technology available at the time.

Recently, Gi.Metal's path crossed with an already existing project: a 
heated box with excellent technical characteristics. This encounter 
gave birth to REDBOX, the innovative delivery proposal that guarantees 
an unmatched quality of the delivered product, as if it were eaten at the 
restaurant table.

-DELIVER HIGH QUALITY FOOD: always warm and fragrant.
-INCREASE THE QUALITY OF YOUR SERVICE: satisfied and loyal 
customers
-OPTIMISE YOUR DELIVERY: drive more kilometres and deliver more, 
-increase your radius of action
-IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS: earn more, save time and consumables
-SET YOURSELF APART FROM THE COMPETITION!

GI. Metal  (Pizza preparation tools)
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Rapid Cook Oven
& Combi ovens



Oracle

Alphatech
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The new Oracle, the all-in-one oven by Lainox, comes from our 
experience in designing innovative cooking systems.

Oracle always adapts to your needs. During the preparation stages, it 
can be used in Combi Wave mode to cook croissants or bread, or by 
using all microwave power.

Alphatech  (Rapid Cook Oven & Combi ovens)



Synapsy
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Synapsy is Alphatech’s heavy-duty oven, designed to withstand the 
frenetic rhythm of commercial and collective catering with the hallmark 
Lainox quality.

Synapsy is always connected to the cloud thanks to its Wi-Fi 
connection, supplied standard.

This means the Connecty. cloud platform can be accessed at any time 
from a PC, Smartphone or Tablet to create new recipes and develop 
new cooking programs, which can then be downloaded directly from 
the cloud to your Synapsy.

It is also possible to download Haccp data and run diagnostics.

Another important advantage of Connecty. cloud is the possibility to 
synchronise data, programs and recipes on multiple devices installed 
even thousands of kilometres away. Ideal for hotel chains, QSRs, 
large-scale distribution, etc.

 (Rapid Cook Oven & Combi ovens)Alphatech

Alphatech
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Coffee Beans &
Chocolate Powder



BONOMI CLASSIC BLENDS

1886 Bonomi
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1886 Bonomi  (Coffee Beans & Chocolate Powder)



BONOMI CLASSIC BLENDS

1886 Bonomi
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1886 Bonomi  (Coffee Beans & Chocolate Powder)



BONOMI CLASSIC BLENDS
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 (Coffee Beans & Chocolate Powder)1886 Bonomi

1886 Bonomi



SINGLE ORIGIN

1886 Bonomi
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1886 Bonomi  (Coffee Beans & Chocolate Powder)
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